
Benchmark title The Proposal by Jasmine Guillory 
Good example of grounding these people in real situations. Diverse voices. Some of the tropes - 
ie happy ending - still exist in this book, but the situations feel pretty real. Not too heavy in its 
reality. Kept it fresh. Relatable, especially in response to public proposal. Women in her books 
have lots of agency. Anti-grand gesture in romance, which used to be/sometimes still is a 
tradition (expectation?). Like that the book doesn’t end with a new proposal. Strong female, 
healthy relationship. Very good example of relationship fiction, which used to be called women's 
fiction. Does sexual tension very well. This is the cornerstone of a good romance novel. Internal 
dialogues of Nic and Carlos are really effective especially for not denying their sexual tension.  
 
New York Times article with other romance authors of diverse voices 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/10/style/romance-novels-diversity.html 
 
Some people did not enjoy this one. Felt like a first book, even though it’s her second book. 
Some dialogue felt awkward. Didn’t pick up on the chemistry between Nic and Carlos. Found 
him controlling and arrogant. Didn’t like him. Disappointed in her friends. More interested in the 
side relationship between Dana and ??? Liked Carlos’ family. A little repetitive, is that something 
that happens in this genre? (More so than literary fiction) Relationship between friends is one of 
most compelling elements of the book.  
 
Red flags  
- language (can be vulgar to some tastes, may be a warning for an “older person”) 
- problem with Nic punching Fisher and the author giving her a good reason to do so (can be 
considered a form of agency, but didn’t quite buy that what he did was worthy of a punch in the 
face)  
 
Contemporary romance becoming more inclusive. More relevant to real people’s lives. Ie a 
character with fibromyalgia whose friends dump her and she has to learn to trust again. Seeing 
those conflicts makes genre more appealing.  
 
“Wide palette of understanding” - useful phrase for letting someone know that a book may be 
beyond their comfort level 
 
Romance requires the reader to take a leap of faith in some way - whether regarding an aspect 
of a character, setting, or situation - and the question is how well the author convinces you to 
take that leap of faith.  
 
Second Titles 
You Had Me at Hola by Alexis Daria 
Cover was very appealing! The woman is a Latina American soap opera star and the man is a 
Puerto Rican telenovella star, whose parents are raising his son in Florida. He’s bilingual but 
she is not. Interesting that she isn’t fluent in Spanish because that contradicts expectations. Like 
that it’s not something the reader may have experienced (sitting in on table reads, scene 
production, a character who coordinates the intimacy scenes, etc). Some very graphic scenes 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/10/style/romance-novels-diversity.html


that might upset less open-minded readers (similar to Fifty Shades). Might appeal to Jane the 
Virgin fans. Lots of social media references which may date the book quickly. Friends were 
important to female character, especially in terms of their honesty with her. Mostly for adults, but 
maybe an older teen you know well. 
 
Beach Read by Emily Henry 
Two writers - one’s father died suddenly and she learns about his hidden, long-term affair. Not 
actually a beach read. She goes to the house where her father’s lover lived. Meets the other 
writer, a man who is kind of her writing nemesis (he writes historical fiction). Great sexual 
tension. Woman trying to process her father’s death and figure out what the affair means. The 
writers challenge each other to write a book in the other’s genre. Not super explicit sex scenes. 
More relationship fiction. A little meta in the way it looks at women’s fiction and stereotypes 
about it. Can also be recommended to someone who doesn’t ask for romance. 
 
Well Met by Jen Deluga 
Woman doesn’t have a job and moves in with her sister who was just in an accident. Helps care 
for her sister and teen niece. Joins teen’s Renaissance Fair as a chaperone. Enemies to lovers 
storyline. Kind of New Adult category. “Quarter-life crisis.” Really explicit sex scene that feels a 
little out of character with rest of story. First in a series and second has just come out, with 
different characters, same world. No clear diversity of characters or lifestyles. Probably better 
suited for 20-30 year olds primarily because of Ren Fair setting.  
 
Conventionally Yours by Annabeth Albert 
Queer, nerd, romance, road trip, enemies to friends. Competitive card players in a game similar 
to Magic the Gathering. Two guys are going to convention together, they don’t like each other. 
Misconceptions. Truth is so different - one is disowned by family for coming out gay, other is 
smothered by a too-supportive family. Good for people who liked Ready Player One or other 
game settings. One guy is neuro-diverse but his exact situation isn’t defined. Steam level is 
pretty low. Goblins and cosplay. Both guys are in early 20s. Some might be triggered by the 
negative coming-out experiences.  
 
Spoiler Alert by Olivia Dade 
Heterosexual white romance but female protagonist is fat, fan fiction writer for a show that is 
essentially Game of Thrones. She connects with an actor who has been anonymously writing 
fan fiction too. They connect at convention for fans of the show. Kind of a nerd/geek story again.  
 
Ship It by Britta Lundin 
Queer romance in nerd culture. Fan fiction writer about a tv show. She comes out on a road trip 
and meets another gay woman in the same world. Written for a teen crowd.  
 
Ayesha at Last by Uzma Jalaluddin 
Delightful, gentle romance. Sort of a take on Pride and Prejudice and Shakespeare. South 
Asian Muslims in Toronto, Canada. Assumptions about others who are different. Mistaken 
identity. Arranged marriage. Female empowerment. Sexual tension but no sex. Humor and 



sentiment. Role of personal dreams in one’s life. Some mention of pornography. Recommend 
for fans of Dev Sonali, Sonya Lalli, Emily Giffin, Meg Cabot. 
 
The flatshare by Beth O’Leary 
A woman has just broken up with her emotionally abusive boyfriend and needs a place to live. 
She ends up in a flatshare - she gets the place nights and weekends, her roommate (a shift 
worker) will use it during the days. They’ll never meet. They fall in love through writing notes to 
each other.  
 
Bromance Book Club by Lissa Kay Adams 
Haven’t laughed so hard in so long. Very witty writing. Audio is fantastic, really well done. Main 
couple is married with 3yo twin girls. The husband moves out because of an argument with his 
wife. His professional sports friends invite him to join their book club, in which they read 
romance novels because they see the books as manuals for how to make women happy in 
relationships. Medium spice in sex scenes. Great tension and humor.  
 
Right Swipe by Alisha Rai 
Woman is founder of a company that is essentially Bumble. A friend invests in her company. 
Trying to acquire another dating app, whose spokesperson becomes the male protagonist. She 
is a fully realized woman, which is very likeable. The guy is an important ex-NFL player - subplot 
of him and some teammates talking about lawsuit related to concussions. Really good 
communication. Potential trigger with emotionally abusive ex. Spicier sex scenes than Guillory.  
 
The Brown Sisters Trilogy - Get a life Chloe Brown, Take a Hint Dani Brown - by Talia Hibbert 
Each book is about one of three black sisters. Chloe has fibromyalgia. She knows her limitations 
but has to figure out how to communicate that to others and figure out who still supports her and 
wants to be her friend. Second book has higher spicy level, surprisingly. Didn’t like the conceit 
of the second one as much. Keep up facade of fake relationship for ulterior motive. Seemed 
unrealistic. Good chemistry.  
 
Evvie Drake Starts Over by Linda Holmes 
Author hosts NPR podcast on popular culture. She intentionally doesn’t describe physical 
characteristics of main characters so anyone can see themselves in the book. Evvie married her 
high school sweetheart very young. Husband dies unexpectedly in car accident. Beloved by 
town but no one knew he was emotionally abusive to her. She feels guilty for being relieved that 
he died because she was going to leave him. Good for tepid romance readers, mild sex 
(fade-to-black) scene. Triggers - emotional abuse, grief.  
 
 
 
 
 


